New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles The sinister Shredder has seized control of
New York City's police and politicians, leaving his ruthless Foot Clan to
spread chaos in the streets. With no prospects for salvation in sight, mutant
crime-fighters Raphael, Leonardo , Donatello, and Michaelangelo leap into
action. They put up a fierce fight, too, though in order to truly defeat
Shredder, the heroes in a half shell will need the help of courageous
reporter April O'Neil (Megan Fox) and her quick witted cameraman Vern
Fenwick (Will Arnett) as well. With their help, Shredder's plan will quickly
unravel, and this once-great city will rise again. Paramount
This Is Where I Leave You When their father passes away, four grown
siblings, bruised and banged up by their respective adult lives, are forced to
return to their childhood home and live under the same roof together for a
week, along with their over-sharing mother and an assortment of spouses,
exes and might-have-beens. Confronting their history and the frayed states
of their relationships among the people who know and love them best, they
ultimately reconnect in hysterical and emotionally affecting ways amid the
chaos, humor, heartache and redemption that only families can provide
driving us insane even as they remind us of our truest, and often best, selves.
Warner
Chuggington: Snow Rescue In this action-packed collection featuring new
character montages, the complete Snow Rescue Special and more - the
trainees work together for big winter fun and adventure! It's winter time in
Chuggington and the Chuggers make special preparations for the magical
Winter Parade, outfitting themselves in glowing colored lights for a special
nighttime processional through town. But when freezing fog traps Koko and
a snowy avalanche derails Fletch, Wilson and the Chug Patrol must set out
on a wild winter rescue! Your own little Chugger will discover important
lessons about safety, responsibility, and teamwork in this and four other
special episodes showcasing the latest adventures in Chuggington!
Starz/Anchor Bay
Gunsmoke Eleven Season Vol 1 Three-time Emmy Award nominee James
Arness saddles up for all new adventure in Gunsmoke: The Eleventh Season
- Volume One. In this four-disc, 16-episode collection, United States Marshal
Matt Dillon and the good citizens of Dodge City breathe new life into the
Old West. From train-robbing outlaws and claim jumpers to cattle rustlers
and bounty hunters, disorder was the order of the day. But it was business as
usual for the Marshal and his loyal crew, including Doc Adams (Emmy
winner Milburn Stone), saloon keeper Miss Kitty (Emmy-nominated Amanda
Blake) and steadfast deputy Festus Haggen (Ken Curtis). Together, they
showed American audiences how the West was run, and how justice was
served. Volume 2 sends legendary Marshal Matt Dillon (three-time Emmy
Award nominee James Arness) on the hunt for a new crop of outlaws,
including a ruthless gang of bank robbers, a notorious sharpshooter and a
murderous musician. Fighting alongside this frontier gunslinger are
medicine man Doc Adams (Emmy winner Milburn Stone), the Long Branch
Saloon's Miss Kitty and loyal deputy Festus Haggen. When it comes to
heroes, the best in the west all hail from Dodge City. On four discs featuring
16 shoot-from-the-hip episodes, this landmark western continues to stand
tall and proud as one of television's best-loved and longest-running series.
Paramount / CBS
Frank Michael Fassbender stars as Frank, a genius rock musician who
performs wearing a giant fake head that he never removes. Things get rocky
between his protective bandmate Clara (Maggie Gyllenhaal) and newcomer
Jon (Domhnall Gleeson), who is convinced they're meant for stardom. The
band lands their biggest gig, but are they ready? And is the world? Magnolia
Stonehearst Asylum is a tale in which nobody is who or what they appear
to be. When young doctor Edward Newgate (Sturgess) arrives at
Stonehearst Asylum in search of an apprenticeship, he is warmly welcomed
by superintendent Dr. Lamb (Kingsley) and a mesmerizing woman by the
name of Eliza Graves (Beckinsale). Edward is intrigued by Lamb’s modern
methods of treating the insane until a series of unusual events leads him to
make a horrifying discovery, exposing Lamb’s utopia and pushing Edward to
the limits of his conscience. Stars Michael Caine, Brendan Gleeson and David
Thewlis. Millennium
I Am Soldier follows Mickey Tomlinson (Tom Hughes), a military chef, who
attempts the most dangerous military selection known to man: The Special
Air Service (S.A.S.) selection. The S.A.S. Is the United Kingdom's most
renowned Special Forces Regiment, tasked with life threatening missions in
some of the most dangerous places on the planet. Mickey has more military
experience than simply being a chef, something he doesn't let on to the
other candidates... Mickey is smashed by this selection process - his mind,
body and soul scream for mercy as he endures torturous speed-marches
over the steepest mountains, running for his life during 'Escape and Evasion';
more.Also stars Duncan Casey, Lee Charles, Noel Clarke. Inception
RWBY Volume 2 Team RWBY is back to take on the evil lurking in the world
of Remnant! From the creators of smash-hit Red vs. Blue, RWBY is a visually
stunning anime series sensation. A young hero, an exalted heiress, a
troubled rogue and a party girl...These are the four members of RWBY, a
team brought together and trained for the sole purpose of combating the
rampant evils that plague the fantastic world of Remnant. Stars Lindsay
Tuggey, Kara Eberle, Arryn Zech, Barbara Dunkelman.Cinedign

